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(Image credit: Anadolu Agency/Getty Images) Your phone number may be searchable in Google results — but it's actually WhatsApp's fault. Security researcher Asul Jayanam contacted security-news site Threatpost last week to report that he had conducted a site-specific Google search for numbers on a Domain owned
by WhatsApp and thousands of phone numbers appeared. Your mobile number is visible in plain text in this URL, and anyone who holds the URL can know your mobile number, Jayaram told Threatpost, as individual phone numbers leaked, an attacker can message them, contact them, sell their phone numbers to
markets, spammers, fraudsters. This is true. So having your number listed in a phone book, if you're big enough to remember that. The WhatsApp domain wa.me, was created as part of WhatsApp's click to the chat feature. Click To Chat allows businesses or individuals to put links on their websites so that people (mainly
potential customers) can easily send them WhatsApp chat messages via their mobile apps or desktop software WhatsApp. My phone number is on the public web. There is no need to implicitly suggest WhatsApp, one person whose number appeared in Google's search results told Threatpost. However, another said that
I set up WhatsApp for my business so people should text directly without getting my number. Because links include phone numbers -- they resemble - the numbers are noticed and listed by Google search spiders. Jayanam recommends that WhatsApp add a .txt Robot file to the wa.me domain and api.whatsapp.com
domain to prevent them from being indexed. Jayanam told Threatpost that he contacted Facebook about the issue and tried to collect the bug award, but declined. A WhatsApp spokesperson told Threatpost that the issue is not eligible for bug bounty because it merely includes the search engine indicator of URLs that
WhatsApp users chose to make public. How to use Google to find your WhatsApp number discovered jayaram method and got, yes, more business. If this actually creates a phone book, it's more like incomplete yellow pages than full white pages.The method is simple. Google allows you to perform narrow searches on
specific domains, in this wa.me. So you can type site:wa.me in a Google search field or Chrome address bar, and you'll get a long list of results that resemble the message +1 234 567 8901 on WhatsApp. Click on a result, and you'll open a chat session with that WhatsApp account. A list of Los Angeles phone numbers
linked to WhatsApp clicks to the chat feature. (Image Credit: Future) You can change the search string to limit it to specific country codes and even region codes. So site:wa.me +1 212 gets you all click to chat links that include manhattan area code. We only have three results for that search, because New York City's
mobile number fell to the 917 area code for years. Search Site:wa.me +1 917 got only 29 results, nine That were the real numbers of New York City. and we searched our cell phone number . we have nothing . You can do the same by adding your number, including country code, to site:wa.me Google search string. What
to do if your number comes upIf your number will actually pop off, and then ask if you're having it publicly good. Many businesses want their numbers to be. If not, then contact WhatsApp to see if it can be wa.me. If you are fine with the arrangement, then make sure that the number is not connected to any other account
as a recovery password verification number or a recipient for two-factor authentication SMS codes. Today the best IdentityForce UltraSecure+Credit deals Photo: ShutterstockIf you use WhatsApp's Click to Chat feature, your phone number may be showing up in Google search results. Click to chat allows users to create
URL links or QR codes that others can use to reach them via WhatsApp, without having to know their phone number or list them in the contacts list. This is a very convenient feature, especially for anyone using WhatsApp for business communications, but it makes their phone number publicly searchable on Google.
There is some debate about whether this is intentional or a bug. Google's algorithm pulls the phone number from clicklink metadata to chat, which is then stored in google search index. Security researchers labeled this a leak, while Facebook, WhatsApp and Google all made threatening statements saying behavior was
expected. It doesn't really matter if this is part of the feature or an unexpected side effect; The problem is that many WhatsApp users were unaware to add their phone number to google search index by clicking on the chat. There's a reason people try to keep their personal phone numbers off the internet: it's a potential
security risk and makes spam calls more likely. Security researchers have made suggestions to all three companies that they can help keep WhatsApp phone numbers safely away from Google's search results, but none of these changes have been implemented—and it's possible they never will be. Now, if you want to
keep your WhatsApp phone number off from google search indicator, don't use click to chat. If you are currently using clicking on the chat, remove each click on the chat links from publicly available websites. Alternatively, you can look to use a service like Google Voice with WhatsApp if you want to continue using click-
to-chat without compromising your personal phone number. Ever since I wrote a technology support column this month about an email product called Bloomba, which wants to become Google Mail by popularising search as the preferred way to sort out emails, I've been based with messages from readers who want to let
me know about other email alternatives, and by PR REPS from companies that say they're even more innovative searching Products have been inundated for email, web, even for sifting through files on your desktop. Ask: I didn't. Each of the following products is still. But in case some of you are irritated by Bloomba's
search-based approach to email and want to nose around these other search products as well, here are some highlights from my inbox: Search Arousal: Claims to Automatically Sort Messages On The basis of the category that you choose - similar to the way online newspapers organize their stories by category
(business, travel, global news, etc.), you can start having your email sorted in this way as well. For all Apple users out there, reader Vincent Wenderbent noted that similar search-type capabilities are available in the email app that comes with Mac OS X. Reader Ben Ramsay wrote that Mozilla's email client was superior
to Bloomba because it now works with both POP-3 accounts and with Exchange server accounts. Ramsay says the calendar extension is also available. Vivismo claims to be a leader in a new field called clustering search, which quickly collects relevant results from web searches, desktop file searches, and database
searches. Anacubis, another desktop search product, claims to provide valuable visual information maps, based on its search terminology, which indicates the relationship between information that is taken in databases, web files, and other desktop files. WhatsApp friends you may be spying on you with this Sinha
WhatsApp AppRobin has over a billion users on your platform sharing information through texts, images, videos and other content. To make it more private, the company has brought options such as the 'last seen' feature and more. This will prevent others from constantly pinging you and give you a breathtaking take on
the app. But Lifehacker recently found a new app that can let your WhatsApp friends spy on you even with all the security features in place. | Toys Now | Updated: March 31, 2018, 09:45AM ISTChatwatch appNEW New Delhi: WhatsApp has over a billion users on its platform sharing information through texts, images,
videos and other content. To make it more private, the company has brought options such as the 'last seen' feature and more. This will prevent others from constantly pinging you and give you a breathtaking take on the app. But Lifehacker recently found a new app that can let your WhatsApp friends spy on you even
with all the security features in place. An app called Chatwatch, as its name suggests, clocks in when you're on the online messaging platform and gives insight into others. It's noted that the app, which is available for iOS and Android, uses WhatsApp's public online and offline status feature to let others know if they're
checking whatsApp every day and even find out if two WhatsApp contacts (given by you) are chatting with each other. Use chatwatch to monitor the online/offline activity of your friends, family or employees. Even when your last seen is hidden, says the company's website. Find out when They went to bed, how long they
slept... Even compare chat patterns between people you know, and we will You are likely to talk to each other throughout the day, using artificial intelligence. Yeah, we made it happen. adds the site. As mentioned by the next web, the app takes up to 24 hours before it starts showing results. Although you have to pay $2
(Rs 140 on Android in India) if the only app is still there on the Apple App Store. Yes, the company has removed the app from the company's app market. Chatwatch is unaware why this happened. For reasons unknown to us, Apple has suspended our app from the app store, he says. We are working on a web version to
launch tomorrow's latest, and appeal the decision with Apple, stating the company's website. However, it is still available for download for Android users. Samsung Galaxy Note10 Lite: One type of smartphone experienced5 recent WhatsApp bugs, tricks you need to be careful about iPhone users, WhatsApp now allows
you to download your account data How you can test the new WhatsApp features before othersWhatsApp is bringing these 10 new notification channels to smartphones running Android OreoWhatsApp spotted testing the voice call group on iOS , the 'Pick All' feature on AndroidGoogle Movie Games &amp; TV goes the
way apple TV, now shows where everything is streamingWhatsApp users on Android, here's another way to pay for smartphone payments
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